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KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA GACHIBOWLI, GPRA CAMPUS, HYD-32 
SAMPLE PAPER TEST 06 FOR BOARD EXAM 2023 

(ANSWERS) 
SUBJECT: SOCIAL SCIENCE       MAX. MARKS : 80 
CLASS : X         DURATION : 3 HRS  
 

General Instruction: 
1. Question paper comprises five Sections – A, B, C, D and E. There are 37 questions in the 

question paper. All questions are compulsory. 
2. Section A – From question 1 to 20 are MCQs of 1 mark each. 
3. Section B – Question no. 21 to 24 are Very Short Answer Type Questions, carrying 2 marks 

each. Answer to each question should not exceed 40 words. 
4. Section C contains Q.25to Q.29 are Short Answer Type Questions, carrying 3 marks each. 

Answer to each question should not exceed 60 words 
5. Section D – Question no. 30 to 33 are long answer type questions, carrying 5 marks each. 

Answer to each question should not exceed 120 words. 
6. Section-E - Questions no from 34 to 36 are case based questions with three sub questions and 

are of 4 marks each 
7. Section F – Question no. 37 is map based, carrying 5 marks with two parts, 37a from History (2 

marks) and 37b from Geography (3 marks). 
8. There is no overall choice in the question paper. However, an internal choice has been provided 

in few questions. Only one of the choices in such questions have to be attempted. 
9. In addition to this, separate instructions are given with each section and question, wherever 

necessary. 
 

SECTION – A 
 Questions 1 to 20 carry 1 mark each. 

 

1. Why were the European attracted to Africa? 
(a) By its natural beauty  (b) for its vast land and resources and mineral wealth 
(c) for recruitment of labour (d) By the opportunities for investment 
Ans: (b) for its vast land and resources and mineral wealth 
 

2. Identify the person who created the figure given below. 
(a) Abanindranath Tagore   (b) Bankim Chandra Chattopadhyay 
(c) Rabindra Nath Tagore   (d) None of the above 

 
Ans: (a) Abanindranath Tagore 
 

3. Name the leaders who founded Swaraj Party? 
(a) CR Das and Motilal Nehru   (b) CR Das and Jawaharlal Nehru 
(c) CR Das and Gandhiji    (d) CR Das and Dr B.R Ambedkar 
Ans: (a) CR Das and Motilal Nehru 
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4. What is the main reason behind global ecological crisis such as global warming and 
environmental pollution? 
(a) Depletion of resources 
(b) Accumulation of resources in a few hands 
(c) Indiscriminate exploitation of resources 
(d) Use of resources 
Ans: (c) Indiscriminate exploitation of resources 
 

5. In the question given below, there are two statements marked as Assertion (A) and Reason (R) 
Read the statements and choose the correct code 
Assertion (A) : Sri Lankan Tamil felt that none of the major political parties led by the 
Buddhist Sinhala leaders was sensitive to their language and culture. 
Reason (R) : The relations between the Sinhala and Tamil communities strained over time. 
Options 
(a) Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A. 
(b) Both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A. 
(c) A is true but R is false. 
(d) A is false but R is true. 
Ans: (b) Both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A. 
 

6. Which of the following is a subject of the State list? 
(a) Currency (b) Foreign Affairs (c) Banking (d) Commerce 
Ans: (d) Commerce 
 

7. Which of the following divisions is unique to India? 
(a) Gender division (b) Religious division 
(c) Caste division (d) Economic division 
Ans: (c) Caste division  
 

8. Who adopted the concept of an assembly line to produce automobiles? 
(a) T. Cuppola (b) V.S. Naipul (c) Henry Ford (d) Ramesh Sarwan 
Ans: (c) Henry Ford 
 

9. Name the political party that emerged out of mass movement 
(a) DMK      (b) Janta Dal 
(c) Forward Block    (d) Bahujan Samaj Party 
Ans: (a) DMK 
 

10. In the question given below, there are two statements marked as Assertion (A) and Reason (R) 
Read the statements and choose the correct code 
Assertion (A) : Gender division is a form of social division. 
Reason (R) : Under Gender Division unequal roles are assigned by the society to men and 
women. 
Options 
(a) Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A. 
(b) Both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A. 
(c) A is true but R is false. 
(d) A is false but R is true. 
Ans: (b) Both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A 
 

11. The autobiography, ‘Amar Jibon’ in 1876 in Bengali language was written by 
(a) Fatima Bibi    (b) Rassundari Debi 
(c) Pandita Ramabai   (d) Mahashveta Devi 
Ans: (b) Rashsumdani Debi 
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12. Which of the following is not correct about plantation farming? 
(a) In this type of farming, a single crop is grown on a large area. 
(b) The plantation has an interface of agriculture and industry 
(c) Plantations cover large tracts of land called estates. 
(d) Farmers clean a patch of land by felling trees and burning them, to produce food crops. 
Ans: (b) The plantation has an interface of agriculture and industry 
 

13. Which type of federal set-up does Belgium have? 
(a) Binding together federations   (b) Confederation 
(c) Holding together federation   (c) Subsidiary federation 
Ans: (c) Holding together federation 
 

14. If some people are removed from agricultural activities without affecting its production, it is 
said that the sector is 
(a) Underemployed (b) Overemployed 
(c) Unemployed (d) None of these 
Ans: (b) Overemployed 
 

15. What does the Modern Forms of money include? 
(a) Paper Notes (b) Coins (c) Demand deposit (d) All of the above 
Ans: (d) All of the above 
 

16. Underemployment is hidden in contrast to someone who does not have a job and is clearly 
visible as unemployed. It is also called ________ . 
(a) hidden employment (b) disguised unemployment 
(c) unstable employment (d) less employment 
Ans: (b) disguised unemployment 
 

17. An important factor causing globalization is: 
(a) More income (b) Expansion of markets 
(c) Technological advancement (d) Urbanization 
Ans: (c) Technological advancement 
 

18. Which among the following is an Indian MNCs 
(a) Infosys (b) Ford motors (c) Nike (d) Coca-cola 
Ans: (a) Infosys 
 

19. Why does Kerala have a low infant mortality rate? 
(a) Adequate provision of basic health and educational facilities 
(b) Suitable climate 
(c) Pollution Free environment 
(d) Good water 
Ans: (a) Adequate provision of basic health and educational facilities 
 

20. How can we find out if we are properly nourished? 
(a) Through good weight and scale (b) Body mass index 
(c) Nutrient table (d) Height and weight table 
Ans: (b) Body mass index 
 

SECTION – B 
Questions 21 to 24 carry 2 marks each. 

 
 

21. Define the term “Sustainable Development? 
Ans: It means development should take place in such a way to keep in mind future generation 
and without harming the environment. In other words judicious use of resources to keep in mind 
environment is known as sustainable development. 
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OR 
“Natural Gas is an important source of energy”. Support the statement. 
Ans: Natural gas is one of the most important source of energy. 
(i) it is the cleanest form of energy source 
(ii) it does not cause pollution. 
(iii) it is also used in houses as well as in industries and in vehicle as CNG also. 
 

22. What were corn laws? Why these laws were abolished? 
Ans: In Britain government put restriction on import of corn in the pressure of landed groups as 
they wanted to take benefit from shortage of food grain. But soon government had to abolish 
these laws in the pressure of town dwellers and industrialist and permit import. 
 

23. Write down some features of federalism. 
Ans: (i) More than one tier of government must be there. 
(ii) Separate jurisdiction of powers for each tier. 
(iii) Sources of revenue are fixed. 
(iv) Single Supreme Court for all tiers. 
 

24. How can the workers in unorganized sector be protected? 
Ans: As the workers in unorganized sector is low paid, not regular and are exploited in different 
ways. Following steps can be taken to protect them: 
(i) generally these included small farmers, carpenters, landless workers. Government should 
provide help to procure seeds, fertilizers and other useful equipment. 
(ii) in urban area should provide help to procure raw materials. 
(iii) labour laws must be implemented properly. 
(iv) ensure implementation of minimum wages law.  
 

SECTION – C 
Questions 25 to 29 carry 3 marks each. 

 

25. How non- cooperation movement was taken by the people in cities? 
Ans: Non- cooperation movement was taken differently by different people in different are as of 
India. In cities: 
(i) it was started with surrender of titles 
(ii) school, colleges, universities were boycotted by students. 
(iii) teachers, professors left their jobs. 
(iv) lawyers boycotted courts. 
(v) traders denied trading in foreign goods. 
(vi) liquor shops were picketed up. 

OR 
What was Rowlatt Act? Why was it passed? 
Ans: Rowlatt Act was an act passed by the Imperial Legislative council of Britain in March 
1919. It was passed to curb political activities of Indian freedom fighters. It provide enormous 
powers to British government in India. Now anybody can be arrested anytime without any 
reason and put into prison for two years. No one had right to hire any lawyer, appeal in the court 
or even arguments against it. Gandhi ji described it as “ Black Act”. On 6th April 1919 
nationwide strike ( Hartal) was declared by Gandhi ji to oppose it. 
 

26. Write down some problems faced by cotton industry in India? 
Ans: Problems faced by cotton industry in India is: 
(i) outdated machinery---- cotton industry still depends on old machinery. 
(ii) irregular power supply. 
(iii) availability of raw materials. 
(iv) stiff competition from foreign companies. 
(v) lack of govt. policy 
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27. What factors are kept in mind by the MNC’s while setting up their production units? 
Ans: Generally following points are kept in mind by MNC’s while setting up units: 
(i) close proximity to the market. 
(ii) availability of raw materials. 
(iii) availability of cheap and skilled labour. 
(iv) good transport, banking facilities. 
(v) suitable climatic conditions. 
 

28. Government plays important role in shaping women role in Indian society. Justify the statement 
with suitable Examples. 
Ans: After 75 years of independence in India women still not considered equal to that of man. 
But government had done many efforts to uplift women in India like: 
(i) 1/3 reservation at local level government for women. 
(ii) Equal remuneration act 1976. 
(iii) Marriage act. 
(iv) Share in parental property. 
(v) Abolishment of triple talak. 
(vi) Single girl child benefits. 
 

29. What are our expectations from democracy? 
Ans: (i) In a democracy, we are most concerned with ensuring that people have the right to 
choose their rulers and people have control over the rulers. 
(ii) Whenever possible and necessary, citizens should be able to participate in decision making 
that affects them all. 
(iii) Thus, the most basic outcome of democracy should be that the government is accountable 
to the citizens and responsive to the needs and expectations of the citizens. 
 

SECTION – D 
Questions 30 to 33 carry 5 marks each. 

 

30. There is no Democracy without political parties. Why? 
Ans: Political parties are the basis for Democracy: 
(i) True spirit of democracy as provide choice to the people. 
(ii) it raises problems of peoples. 
(iii) provide solutions to these problems. 
(iv) provide shape to the opinions of people. 
(v) important for the formation of policies. 
(vi) link between govt. and public. 
(vii) base for power sharing. 
(viii) control the power of govt. 

OR 
What challenges are faced by political parties? 
Ans: (i) lack of internal democracy as elections rarely held in any political party. 
(ii) use of money and muscles power. 
(iii) lack of proper choice. 
(iv) lack of moral values. 
(v) entry of criminal background peoples. 
(vi) Dynastic succession/ famililism 
 

31. Who hosted “Vienna Congress” in 1815? Analyse the main changes brought by the “Vienna 
Treaty”? 
Ans: 1815 was the year of change in European history. A treaty was signed in 1815 between 
Austria, Prussia, Russia, Britain and Napoleon that is known as “ Treaty of Vienna’. It was 
hosted by the chancellor of Austria Duke Metternich. Main changes of it were: 
(i) All the reforms started by Napoleon were abolished. 
(ii) Territory of France was restricted. 
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(iii) All the area won by Napoleon were givenback. 
(iv) A new kingdom named The Netherlands was formed. 
(v) Bourbon dynasty came in power again. 
(vi) Russia got Poland. 
(vii) Northern Italy was kept by Austria. 
(viii) army of France was restricted. 

OR 
What was Napoleonic Civil Code of 1804? Explain any five reforms introduced by Napoleon in 
the region under his control? 
Ans: Napoleon declared himself as emperor of France in 1804. He introduced some reforms 
during his time of reign. These reforms collectively are known as “ Napoleon civil code of 
1804” 
(i) All the privileges based on birth right were abolished. 
(ii) He also abolished the feudal system and freed peasant from serfdom and manorial dues. 
(iii) He secured the right to property. 
(iv) Guild restrictions were removed in towns. 
(v) Peasants, workers and traders enjoyed new freedom. 
(vi) He also introduced a new common currency. 
(vii) Improved transport and communication system. 
(viii) Equal weight and measurement system. 
 

32. “Transport & Communication is the backbone of Economy of any country” Justify the sentence. 
Ans: In the modern era of development transport and communication play vital role: 
(i) through communication orders can be place easily and directly. 
(ii) for proper and correct information communication is important. 
(iii) improved and efficient transport facility attract MNC’s 
(iv) Good transportation make it easy to move raw material from base to industry. 
(v) finished goods can be sent in the markets on time. 
(vi) it saves time and over expenditures. 
(vii) Both are important for International trade. 

OR 
What is importance of the manufacturing industries? 
Ans: (i) Employment generation: Manufacturing industry is the main source of employment for 
large number of skilled as well as unskilled workers. 
(ii) Foreign exchange: Export of manufactured goods bring foreign exchange to India. 
(iii) Reduction of pressure on land: Manufacturing industry produces products of daily needs 
and helps the common people to fulfill their basic needs. It reduces pressure on agricultural 
sector for employment. 
(iv) Removal of economic problems: Industrial development is a precondition for the removal 
of economic problems like poverty, unemployment and economic inequality. It also helps in 
bringing down regional disparities by establishing industries in tribal and backward areas. 
 

33. Write down role of Self Help Group (SHG) in the development of rural people. 
Ans: The advantages of SHG for poor rural people are: 
(i) They help the poor to become self-reliant in term of savings and generating income. 
(ii) They can take loan from the group at low rate of interest. 
(iii) They can also take loan from formal sources of credit like banks at low rate of interest. 
(iv) It also saves them from capturing in debt trap by money lenders. 
(v) They can create self-employment opportunities. 
(vi) They don’t need any collateral. 

OR 
Which government body supervises the functioning of formal sources of loans in India? Explain 
its functioning also? 
Ans: Reserve bank of India is the government body that supervises the function of banks in 
India. 
(i) It is a monitoring authority of the entire bank. 
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(ii) It is the authority to regulate the banking policy 
(iii) It checks the transactions of all banks. 
(iv) It issues currency notes. 
(v) It ensure that all people including poor must get loan. 
 
 

SECTION – E (Case Study Based Questions) 
Questions 34 to 36 carry 4 marks each. 

 
34. Case Study – 1 

Read the source given below and answer the question that follows: 
In 1772, Henry Patullo, a Company official, had ventured to say that the demand for Indian 
textiles could never reduce, since no other nation produced goods of the same quality. Yet by 
the beginning of the nineteenth century we see the beginning of a long decline of textile exports 
from India. In 1811-12 piece-goods accounted for 33 per cent of India’s exports; by 1850-51 it 
was no more than 3 per cent. Why did this happen?  What were its implications? As cotton 
industries developed in England, industrial groups began worrying about imports from other 
countries. They pressurized the government to impose import duties on cotton textiles so that 
Manchester goods could sell in Britain without facing any competition from outside. At the 
same time industrialists persuaded the East India Company to sell British manufactures in 
Indian markets as well. Exports of British cotton goods increased dramatically in the early 
nineteenth century. At the end of the eighteenth century there had been virtually no import of 
cotton piece-goods into India. But by 1850 cotton piece-goods constituted over 31 per cent of 
the value of Indian imports; and by the 1870s this figure was over 50 per cent. Cotton weavers 
in India thus faced two problems at the same their export market collapsed,and the local market 
shrank, being glutted with Manchester imports. Produced by machines at lower costs, the 
imported cotton goods were so cheap that weavers could not easily compete with them. By the 
1850s, reports from most weaving regions of India narrated stories of decline and desolation. 
(i) What percentage of decline in export from India registered from 1811-12 to 1850-51? [1] 
(ii) Why did export from India start to decline in 19th century? [2] 
(iii) What problems were faced by Indian weavers? [1] 
Ans: (i) From 33% to 3% almost 90% declined. 
(ii) As cotton industries developed in England, put ban on export by East India Company. 
(iii) Cotton weavers in India faced two problems as their export market collapsed, and the local 
market shrank, being glutted with Manchester imports. Produced by machines at lower costs, 
the imported cotton goods were so cheap that weavers could not easily compete with them. 
 

35. Case Study – 2 
Read the given extract and answer following questions 
Consider the case of the steam engine. James Watt improved the steam engine produced by 
Newcomen and patented the new engine in 1781. His industrialist friend Mathew Boulton 
manufactured the new model. But for years he could find no buyers. At the beginning of the 
nineteenth century, there were no more than 321 steam engines all over England. Of these, 80 
were in cotton industries, nine in wool industries, and the rest in mining, canal works and iron 
works. Steam engines were not used in any of the other industries till much later in the century. 
So even the most powerful new technology that enhanced the productivity of labour manifold 
was slow to be accepted by industrialists. Historians now have come to increasingly recognise 
that the typical worker in the midnineteenth century was not a machine operator but the 
traditional craftsperson and labourer. In Victorian Britain there was no shortage of human 
labour. Poor peasants and vagrants moved to the cities in large numbers in search of jobs, 
waiting for work. As you will know, when there is plenty of labour, wages are low. So 
industrialists had no problem of labour shortage or high wage costs. They did not want to 
introduce machines that got rid of human labour and required large capital investment. 
(i) By whom and when steam engine was produced? [1] 
(ii)  Why did the industrialist not want to introduce machine? [2] 
(iii) Explain the role of technology in industrial development? [1] 
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Ans: (i) The steam engine produced by Newcomen and patented the new engine in 1781. 
(ii) When there is plenty of labour, wages are low. So industrialists had no problem of labour 
shortage or high wage costs. They did not want to introduce machines that got rid of human 
labour 
(iii) Technology played important role in economic growth. It enhance production of goods and 
also developed many new machine that made work easy. 
 

36. Case Study – 3 
Read the given extract and answer following questions. 
Belgium is a small country in Europe, smaller in area than the state of Haryana. It has borders 
with France, the Netherlands, Germany and Luxembourg. It has a population of a little over one 
crore, about half the population of Haryana. The ETHNIC composition of this small country is 
very complex. Of the country’s total population, 59 per cent lives in the Flemish region and 
speaks Dutch language. Another 40 per cent people live in the Wallonia region and speak 
French. Remaining one per cent of the Belgians speak German. In the capital city Brussels, 80 
per cent people speak French while 20 per cent are Dutch speaking. The minority French-
speaking community was relatively rich and powerful. This was resented by the Dutch-speaking 
community who got the benefit of economic development and education much later. This led to 
tensions between the Dutch-speaking and French-speaking communities during the 1950s and 
1960s. The tension between the two communities was more acute in Brussels. Brussels 
presented a special problem: the Dutch-speaking people constituted a majority in the country, 
but a minority in the capital. Let us compare this to the situation in another country. Sri Lanka is 
an island nation, just a few kilometres off the southern coast of Tamil Nadu. It has about two 
crore people, about the same as in Haryana. Like other nations in the South Asia region, Sri 
Lanka has a diverse population. The major social groups are the Sinhala-speakers (74 per cent) 
and the Tamil-speakers (18 per cent). Among Tamils there are two subgroups. Tamil natives of 
the countryare called ‘Sri Lankan Tamils’ (13 per cent). The rest, whose forefathers came from 
India as plantation workers during colonial period, are called ‘Indian Tamils. 
(i) What was the ethnicity of Belgium? [1] 
(ii) Define the two Tamil groups of Sri Lanka. [2] 
(iii) Why was more tension in the city Brussels? [1] 
Ans: (i) 59% Dutch, 40 % French and 1 % German speaking. 
(ii) Sri Lanka has two Tamil groups namely Sri Lankan Tamil 13 % those who are native of Sri 
Lanka and other India Tamil 5% whose forefathers migrated from India. 
(iii) In Brussels 80% French speaking people live while only 20 % Dutch those who are in 
majority in Belgium but not in capital. 
 

SECTION – F (Map Skill Questions) – 2 + 3 = 5 
 
37. (a) Two places A & B have been marked on the Given Outline Map of India. Identify them and 

write their correct name on the line drawn near them. 
A. Indian National Congress Session held at this place in September 1920. 
B. The place where Jallianwala incident took place. 
 
(b) On the same Outline Map of India locate and label any THREE of the following with 
suitable Symbols. 
A. Tarapur Atomic Power Station. 
B. Bhakra Nangal Dam. 
C. Pune Software Technology Park 
D. Meenam Bakkam International Airport  
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Ans: (a) A. CALCUTTA 
B. AMRITSAR 
(b) A, B, C, D Marked in map 
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